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MISSION I

ROBOT RESCUE

Dash is time traveling back to the year 1960 to meet Katherine Johnson, an amazing Mathematician! Dash will learn about Johnson’s invention and discovery of orbital me-
chanics. 

Katherine Johnson’s discovery helped NASA �gure out paths for the spacecraft to orbit the Earth and to land on the Moon. Can you imagine being on her team to send people 
to and from the Moon? That would take a lot of work! She used hand tools, Geometry, and her intelligence to solve complicated equations to calculate the path and  later 
helped send astronauts to the Moon and back. This was a huge United States NASA accomplishment as this was the �rst human space�ight to do such a thing!

Dash will need to collect the clue from the inventor once all has been learned about orbital mechanics. This �nal clue word will help Dash solve the entire code. Support Dash 
and get safely back to the time travel portal with the inventor’s clue to complete the �nal phrase.

MISSION - 5 MATH Time Travel: Invention Investigations
Clues from the Past to Impact the Future
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=========================================

INTRODUCTION

5x8 30 cm gridded mat

Dash

Device

Blockly or Wonder app

Cup (Obstacle)

MATERIALS NEEDED

The objective of this mission is to help Dash orbit and 
use what he learned from Katherine Johnson about or-
bital mechanics. Dash will need to carefully code to 
create an orbit around an object at the right speed 
while avoiding any obstacles.
Then, Dash needs to get back to our current time with 
the clue word from the inventor.  
Make sure to get to the designated portal grid square at 
the end of your code to travel back through the portal.
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INTRODUCTION MATERIALS NEEDEDELEMENTS

  

OVERVIEW

Landmarks: (in one grid square each)

 - Math Portal: Create a portal for Dash to travel to di�erent 

time periods to meet inventors and understand important 

inventions.

Obstacle: Cup- Placed according to mission directions for 

obstacle placement.

 

2 Elements:

Element 1

 - Time travel Portal: Math

Element 2

 - Obstacle: Cup

Element 3

 - Clue Word: Creations
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PORTAL

Place Dash in square C1 

facing East.

Place a Solo Cup or similar 

obstacle in square C5.



1 (40 possible challenge points)

CHALLENGE 
POINTS

BONUS 
POINTS

MISSION 
SCORE

CHALLENGE POINTS

TOTAL POINTS EARNED

BONUS POINTS

40
POINTS

(10 max possible bonus points)

10
POINTS

=+

YOUR CHALLENGE

MISSION 5 - MATH

MATH PORTAL DESIGN

SECRET PHASE

+5 Indicate portal on designated grid square

Portal design should reflect something connecting to 

mathand be designed by the students. 

-Students can create this with paper and markers or get 

even more creative with other items around the class-

room.

+5 Secret phrase based on clue words from each inventor

Part 1: “Make Dash drive in a counter-clockwise circle with ap-
proximately 25cm radius for 10 seconds” (Need wheel speed 
block and wait block)

Part 2: “Place an object in the middle of grid square C5 and start 
Dash on grid square C1. Write a program to move Dash toward 
the object and stop when Dash senses the object in front.”

1

+20 Part 1

+20 Part 2



Please remember to turn in the following for your Final Mission’s evidence:

TURN IN

Need a team logbook? Ask your coach for sample logbooks that can be found on the Coaches’ Corner.

TEAM JOURNALS

MISSION 5 - MATH

Your program code

Record two short videos of Dash successfully running through your programs for 

Part 1(Steps 1 and 2) and Part 2 (Step 3 and Step 4). 

Take time to complete team logs (aka journals) during your adventure  

   



Wrap Up

Congratulations! You did it- You have conquered 
orbital mechanics and learned how mathematical 
discoveries have paved the way for inventors and 
mathematicians for years to come. Katherine 
Johnson was a true inspiration and you were able 
to take what you learned and apply it to your mis-
sion. Dash did it! He was put into orbit!

Let’s take time and reflect on all the awesomeness 
your team has accomplished and knowledge you 
have gained. You had the chance to complete mis-
sions and work with inventors from all di�erent 
time periods. 

You learned and helped with the Morse Code, 
ice-cream maker, Crayola crayons, robotic arm, 
and orbital mechanics. You must be tired from all 
that time-traveling and getting through all these 
challenging missions! Dust o� your hands and 
wipe o� your sweat as you are now ready to 
submit your final secret phrase with all your clue 
words from your travels. 

SECRET PHRASE:  You were given clue words from 
each inventor during your missions. These words 
are scrambled and need to be placed in the correct 
order to provide the secret phrase. Organize the 
words based on putting the missions in order using 
the word STEAM. 

Invention Investigations

MISSION 5 - MATH


